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Web Security Testing Cookbook: Systematic Techniques to Find Problems FastO'Reilly, 2008
Among the tests you perform on web applications, security testing is perhaps the most important, yet it's often the most neglected. The recipes in the Web Security Testing Cookbook demonstrate how developers and testers can check for the most common web security issues, while conducting unit tests, regression tests, or exploratory tests. Unlike ad...
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Coaching at Work: Powering your Team with Awareness, Responsibility and TrustJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	"This book comes at a time when we are asking searching questions: How exactly do we earn the loyalty, trust and commitment of our people? How do we balance the needs of our organisations to do more with less with the need to create environments in which people can grow, develop and achieve their aspirations? The answers lie within each...
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Customer Success with Microsoft Dynamics Sure StepPackt Publishing, 2014

	Having invested in Microsoft Dynamics, your enterprise will want to make a success of it, which is where this guide to Sure Step comes in, teaching you how to apply the methodologies to ensure optimum results.


	Overview

	
		Understand how Sure Step helps you envision and implement the right Microsoft Dynamics...
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Practical Information Security Management: A Complete Guide to Planning and ImplementationApress, 2016

	Create appropriate, security-focused business propositions that consider the balance between cost, risk, and usability, while starting your journey to become an information security manager. Covering a wealth of information that explains exactly how the industry works today, this book focuses on how you can set up an effective information...
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The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated StandardAddison Wesley, 2003
The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated Standard is the definitive guide to understanding the annotated specification for the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) standard. With annotations and code samples from both the ECMA standards committee and the Microsoft Common Language Runtime (CLR) team, this book goes...
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LINQ in ActionManning Publications, 2008
LINQ, Language INtegrated Query, is a new extension to the Visual Basic and C# programming languages designed to simplify data queries and database interaction. It addreses O/R mapping issues by making query operations like SQL statements part of the programming language. It also offers built-in support for querying in-memory collections like...
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Clean Code: A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship (Robert C. Martin Series)Prentice Hall, 2008

	Even bad code can function. But if code isn’t clean, it can bring a development organization to its knees. Every year, countless hours and significant resources are lost because of poorly written code. But it doesn’t have to be that way.

	

	Noted software expert Robert C. Martin presents a revolutionary paradigm with...
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The Definitive Guide to SOA: Oracle® Service Bus, Second EditionApress, 2008
The Definitive Guide to SOA: Oracle® Service Bus, Second Edition targets professional software developers and architects who know enterprise development but are new to enterprise service buses (ESBs) and service–oriented architecture (SOA) development. This is the first book to cover a practical approach to SOA using the BEA...
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Joomla! 1.5 MultimediaPackt Publishing, 2010
Joomla! is a content management system designed to organize and deliver content within a web site environment. Multimedia provides us with stunning interactive user experiences and wonderful design options, but it requires discipline and knowledge to utilize it effectively so that we do not alienate our audiences. If you want to display more...
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The Definitive Guide to Interwoven TeamSite (Definitive Guides)Apress, 2006

	Adigital flood is upon us. Content inundates us. It begins as bits of content swirling everywhere—a document, an image, a written corporate procedure, a web page, or an email. The binary mist mixes, combines, and rains down on us. It pools in laptops, on desktops, and in server farms. Creeks and streams meander to corporate reservoirs....
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Managerial LeadershipMcGraw-Hill, 2001


	I remember talking in 1995 with Bob Staton, CEO of Colonial Life

	& Accident Insurance Company, a division of UNUM, about the

	lack of leadership throughout the company. Colonial was one of

	the few large, homegrown companies in Columbia, South Carolina,

	when it was acquired by UNUM, the Maine-based disability insurance...
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Investing Strategies for the High Net-Worth Investor: Maximize Returns on Taxable PortfoliosMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	A proven model for achieving high returns on taxable investments


	Investing Strategies for the High Net-Worth Investor showcases an investing approach that helps readers understand the unique challenges and opportunities that wealthy families face when building a diversified portfolio for multiple generations. Renowned...
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